This paper presents convergence characteristics of stereophonic echo cancellers with pre-processing. The convergence analysis of the averaged tap-weights show that the convergence characteristics depends on the relation between the impulse response in the far-end room and the changes of the pre-processing filters. Examining the uniqueness of the solution in the frequency domain leads us to the same relation. Computer simulation results show the validity of these analyses.
INTRODUCTION
Echo cancellers are used to reduce echoes in a wide range of applications, such as TV conference systems and hands-free telephones. To realistic TV conferencing, multi-channel audio, at least stereophonic, is essential. For stereophonic teleconferencing, stereophonic acoustic echo cancellers have been studied
In stereophonic echo cancellers, an uniqueness problem is one of the most serious problems [2-41. There are infinite number of solutions for tap-weights of adaptive filters. Strong crosscorrelation between input signals causes incorrect identification of the echo paths. To overcome this problem, improved echo cancellation algorithms have been proposed . Some of these algorithms introduce a pre-processing which artificially varies the cross-correlation [5, 61. The others incorporate independent components into input signals [7-91. However, the convergence of these algorithm has not been analyzed. This paper investigates convergence characteristics of stereophonic echo cancellers with pre-processing. The convergence analysis of the averaged tap-weights show that the convergence characteristics depends on the relation between the impulse response in the far-end room and the changes of the preprocessing filters. Examining the uniqueness of the solution in the frequency domain leads us to the same relation. Computer simulations validate the analyses.
[l-91. Figure 1 depicts an teleconferencing using stereophonic echo canceller with pre-processing [5, 61. This echo canceller consists of four adaptive filters corresponding to four echo paths from two loudspeakers to two microphones. Each adaptive filter estimates the corresponding echo path. Pre-processing units Fl,k The far-end signal vector xj(n) in the j-th channel at time index n is generated from a white signal vector x(n) by Gj is a matrix consists of the far-end room impulse response gj.k defined by xj(n) = Gjx(n).
STEREOPHONIC ACOUSTIC ECHO CANCELLER WITH PRE-PROCESSING
(1)
where N8 is the length of the far-end room impulse response, Nf is the number of taps of the pre-processing filters, Ng is the number of taps of the adaptive filters, Oi,j is an i x j zero matrix, 
( 5 )
For a recursive pre-processing filters, an FIR approximation can be used. In order to overcome the uniqueness problem, multiple Fj.k's are used. Each Fj+ will be selected in the order of k, or in a random order. The echo yi(n) in the i-th channel is generated by j=l where hj,i is the impulse response vector of the echo path from the j-th loudspeaker to the i-th microphone. The echo replica gi(n) is calculated by 2 j= 1 9;(n) = x s;(n)wj.i(n)
where wj,Jn) is the tap-weight vector of the adaptive filter which estimates hjj. The residual echo ei(n) is given by
Assuming an LMS (Least Mean Squares) algorithm, the tapweight vector is updated by where the step size j i is a positive constant. where I is an unit matrix. These equations can be re-written as
CONVERGENCE OF AVERAGED TAP-WEIGHTS
where Let us assume that there are two pre-processing filters F L and F2 and that they are periodically switched; using FI for L iterations and then F2 for L iterations. Extension of this results to more general case is strait forward. The averaged tap-weight error matrix M(n) becomes Using a matrix D defined by
If D = 0, i.e., the pre-processor is a fixed filter, the right hand side of (19) [4] . For convergence of the tap-weights to the echo paths, D should not be zero. Non-zero D will change the minimum eigenvalue from zero to non-zero. Larger D may results in smaller eigenvalue spread, and therefore, faster convergence will be achieved.
In D, AFG denotes a combined characteristics of G and FI -F2. i.e., filtering signals by G and then by F, -F2. Thus, relation between G and F1 -F2 has a large influence on the convergence of the echo canceller. If some frequency components are removed by either G or F, -F2, the frequency response of the adaptive filter corresponding to these frequencies is not determined.
Since users cannot modify the far-end room characteristics G, F, -F2 should be so designed as not to reduce any frequency components which G passes. Otherwise, the convergence speed becomes slow. Similarly, large AFGGTFT requires that the pass-band of F I should cover that of G.
ANALYSIS IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN
The influence of the relation between the far-end room characteristics and the pre-processing filters on the convergence will further be analyzed in the frequency domain. For k-th pre-processing filter, the residual echo Ei,Jz) in the i-th channel is calculated by ). (1) depicts the convergence characteristics of the tap-weight error vector norm for F ( z ) = z-'. A curve with " L P label denotes the characteristics when both the echo path and the far-end room transfer functions are LPFs, and vice versa. As expected by the analyses, convergence speed for the LPF case is slower than that for the HPF case. For the LPF case,
Ei.k(Z) = i ( H j , A Z ) -Wj.i(Z) j,p(Z)Gj(Z)X(Z)
(1 -F ( z ) ) G j ( z ) becomes too small for a low frequency range.
The convergence becomes slow for the low frequency range. The results in Fig. 4 (2) is similar to that in (1) because 1 -F ( z ) is also a LPF.
The opposite situation occurs when 1 -F ( z ) is a LPF. As shown in Fig. 4 (3) , the convergence is faster when the echo path and the far-end room transfer functions are LPFs. Figure 4 (4) shows that the convergence speed is almost independent of the G j ( z ) and H j , i ( z ) if 1 -F ( z ) is an APE This is because the amplitude of (1 -F ( z ) ) G j ( z ) is same as that of G j ( z ) .
CONCLUSION
The convergence characteristics of the stereophonic echo cancellers with pre-processing have been examined. The convergence analysis of the averaged tap-weights show that the convergence characteristics depends on the relation between the impulse response in the far-end room and the changes of the preprocessing filters. The analysis in the frequency domain results in a same relation. Computer simulation results show the validity of these analyses.
